
Excellent Tips About Cats That Are Simple And Easy
 
motorized cat toys 
 
Cats can make absolutely delightful pets. You must, however, understand how to properly
care for them. It is not as simple as you may think. This article is packed with helpful cat care
info and advice. Read on to learn several cat care tips it is possible to apply to make sure
that your sweet kitty enjoys a healthy life. 
 
Make sure to keep your cat's litter box clean all the time. Most cats do not like to use a dirty
kitty litter box, much like you would not want to use a dirty toilet. Scoop it at least once a day.
Empty and give it a good cleaning once a week or more if needed. 
 
Take your cat to the vet regularly to be sure they remain in a healthy body. Your cat should
have a health check yearly, but is going in more if your cat needs shots. Cats should go to a
vet immediately if they have any conditions, health issues, or injuries that need to be tended
to immediately. 
 
Keep your cat healthy and non-finicky by introducing a varied diet. Always purchase several
different brands of foods and rotate them. In this manner, your cat will undoubtedly be used
to striving and accepting fresh tastes. If one food company goes out of business, you will will
have lots of other acceptable choices to offer. 
 
Get a scratching post to keep your cat from tearing up your carpet. When you can, get a post
that will not have the same type of carpet that is on the floor of your home, which means that
your cat doesn't associate the two. Instead, get a post that's protected in cardboard, sisal, or
thick rope. 
 
If your cat is commonly antisocial and anxious with company, try giving it a catnip toy a few
hours before company arrives. Various cats become incredibly mellow when exposed to
catnip. Even though your cat does not want to socialize after catnip exposure, it'll probably be
happier and less anxious. 
 
It is possible to sometimes find better charges for cat medication online than setting it up
from your veterinarian. There are some times when this isn't advisable, like when you're
dealing with a pet related emergency. You'll be able to save up to 50% on certain
prescription drugs by purchasing them online. 
 
Do not use medicine meant for a dog on a cat. That is especially very important to topical
medicines. Cats do their very own cleaning, and if a dog medicine can be used on a cat, your
pet can ingest it. There are several medicines that work for both dogs and cats, but only use
them if the vet says it is okay. 
 
If your cat dirties the area near his litter box, don't punish them. When this takes place, it is
probably just a sign that the litter box wasn't properly looked after. Punishing the cat will only
make him afraid to be around you in the future. 
 
If your cat can be bitten by another cat, make an effort to get him to the vet within a day. The
vet can put him on antibiotics that will protect him from infection setting in, and causing
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serious health problems. Cat bites can trap germs under your cat's skin area, forming an
abscess, or some other dangerous infection that can cost you a huge selection of dollars to
treat later. 
 
Really consider where you place the litter box. You might want to hide it away. This litter box
must stay static in an easy-to-find spot for the cat. Cats are finicky, so you must provide an
environment that is not inconvenient or off-putting to the pet. If your litter box location is on a
wintry floor, you may want to place a rug underneath of the package. 
 
If you're tempted to bunch on litter to lessen on cleanings, think again. Some people believe
that the extra cat litter they employ, the longer they can go between emptying the litter box.
Actually, it is a waste of one's litter! Many cats refuse to use a litter box with more than 2 in .
of litter on underneath. Some prefer to dig to the bottom of the package before doing their
business. 
 
You don't have to bathe a cat being that they are able to do most of their cleaning by
themselves. The only way that you need to bathe a cat is if there is something on their coat
that has not come off for an excellent amount of time, like oil and chemicals. 
 
Sometimes it seems as if your cat is sleeping most of his 9 lives away, even so, this is
perfectly normal. It is not unusual for cats to sleep around 16 hours per day, and much more.
A lot of their sleep is light rest, an instinct that will keep them ready when a predator is
nearby. About 25 percent of these sleep is deep sleep, where they dream and conserve
energy. Cats want to sleep-a lot! 
 
You do not have to invest a bunch of cash on fancy toys for the cat to play with. Simple
things like feathers and string are great for them to play with, and they are very economical.
When you can still buy fancy toys if you like, you may get more benefit from them than your
cat does. 
 
As stated in the opening of the article, provided that you understand how to properly look
after them, cats make great house animals. Study all of the info contained in this article, and
apply what you figure out how to make sure that your favorite kitty enjoys an excellent life.
With a little effort you may be a purr-fect cat owner.


